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REFLECTIONS IN THE WATER-MIRROR:
TURNING THE TIDE OF DESTINY

RECORDS OF THE MENDICANT CHANGBAI (ALWAYS WHITE)
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COMPOSED BY THE VENERABLE MASTER HUA ON FEBRUARY 1, 1980
IN NO WORDS HALL AT THE CITY OF TEN THOUSAND BUDDHAS
!ᅪᛋགጮ੯ᖘᛋ!ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY
THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION INSTITUE

!яᅄॠആˮ˟!The Venerable Master in his youth
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הΖڇխഏڶԫஆ՞Δຍଡ՞קࣟڇ
९ػ՞ΖչᏖ९ػ՞ࡋΛึڣᗨ
ຳΔԫ֚ࠩඡຳլΔൄൄڶຳΔࢬא
༉९ػ՞Ζ՞ՀڶଡᗼΔࣟڇᢰڶଡ
ৄΔ۫ᢰՈڶଡৄΔࢬאᠨৄᗼΖ
ຍଡᗼڶଡࡩۍ۔Δࡩټػ՞Ζה
ؔڣऱழଢৰჟᡴऱΔ৻ᏖჟᡴࡋΛࡉ
՛ڇԫದनΔ՛شՑনהऱᆬ
৵ᇿΔה༉ᄎୈΔլᚩؚװኙֱΔࢬ
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Text:
A mountain in China, since the snow accumulated on it year after year
without ever thawing, was named Changbai (Ever White) Mountain.
There was a county at the foot of the mountain with two cities, one
in the east and one in the west. Thus, it was named Shuang-Cheng
(Twin Cities) County. In this county lived a peasant of the Bai (White)
family whose name was Shan (Mountain). As a child, he was simple
and honest. Since his family was so poor that he virtually had to beg
for food, he was nicknamed “The Mendicant.” When he grew older,
he took delight in horseback riding and swordplay. He had a military
spirit and was an expert fighter. If he saw injustice on the road, he
would go out of his way to aid the victim. He considered it an honor
to give up his life for the sake of his friends. He found happiness in
taking losses and benefiting others. At the age of fifteen, he attended a
private school and gradually had some achievement. At seventeen, he
founded a free school in the village, personally serving as the teacher.
When he was nineteen, his mother passed away. He built a simple hut
by her grave and lived there in mourning. Later, he left the home-life
to cultivate the Way. Indeed, he did become a mendicant [a Buddhist
monk is also referred to as a mendicant].
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Commentary :
I‘d like to write a few verses to remember this person. There was a mountain,
called Mount Changbai (Ever White) in Manchuria. Why was the mountain
called “Ever White”? It is because the mountain was covered with snow that
never thawed all year long. At the foot of the mountain, there was a county
with a city in its east and another in its west. Therefore, it is called TwinCities (Shuang-Cheng) County.
There was a citizen with the surname Bai and first name Shan. He was
rather dull at a young age. How dull-witted was he? When he played with
other children, he would cry if another child bit his heel. He did not know
how to fight back since he was very naïve. His family was so poor that he
had to work in order to put food on the table. It was virtually the same as
begging for food; therefore, he lived like a beggar from his youth. When he
was about 13 or 14 years old, he liked to mount a horse and stand on its
back. He was also fond of martial arts and learned how to use spears and
knives. When he saw injustice, he would help others even at the risk of
losing his life. In fighting with people, he had no fear of death. He thought
that sacrificing his life for friends was the greatest honor and benefiting
others by taking a loss made him extremely happy.
He did not study or learn to read until the age of fifteen. He valued
education highly. After studying for two years, he established a free school
in his own town and taught other villagers. At the age of nineteen, he lost
his mother and stayed by her grave as a form of filial respect. Eventually, he
entered the monastic life and truly became a mendicant. You see, isn’t this
person unpromising and useless?
Verse:
The Mendicant Changbai was simple and honest in nature.
He was always quick to help people and benefit others.
Forgetting himself for the sake of the Dharma, he was willing to
sacrifice his life.
Bestowing medicines according to people’s illnesses, he gave up his
own marrow and skin.
His vow was to unite in substance with millions of beings.
His practice exhausted empty space as he gathered in the myriad
potentials.
There is no past, no future, and no present,
No north, no south, no east, or west.
Commentary:
Mendicant, Changbai’s temperament was very naïve and straightforward.
Being naïve meant he was dull-witted; whereas being straightforward
meant he was scrupulous and methodical without knowing how to adapt
to changes. Because of this, he did not have good affinities with people. He
was either scolded or scorned due to being a mendicant, whom ordinary
people looked down upon. He had a problem. What was it? He liked to help
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ਢڂהݺ܃ڶΔթທګຍଡԫ
ჅᒫჁΖ܃ଚߒຶᚩլᚩຍଡሐΛ
ݺՈլवሐΖ

others even if it meant losing his own life. He was willing to forsake himself to
benefit others only worrying that his help would come late. You see, there was
such a fool, who was afraid the aid he provided people would come too late.
All people wished to help themselves, but he was just the opposite.
He renounced his life to do the Buddha’s work, molded his destiny as his
basic duty and rectified his life to fulfill the Sangha’s role. Encountering specific
matters, he understood the principle. Understood the principles, he applied
them to specific matters. He carried on the single pulse of the Patriarchs’ mind
transmission. He forsook his body for the Dharma. He was willing to give up
his life. Whoever needed medicine or even his bone marrow, skin and hair, he
was willing to give it to them. His wish was to help all countries and all races
in the ten directions to unite as one, until there were no distinctions of China,
United States, Japan, Thailand, or Burma.
I know many people who disagree with what I said and who have not
reached this frame of mind. They think I am I, you are you; this country is
mine and I love my own country not others’. Having the mindset of only
loving and caring for my own country and not others’ is not right. We should
have the heart to wish good for every country and every individual - and not
limit ourselves to wishing our own country’s allies well. Going down to a
smaller scale, we should ensure that every particle of dust is peaceful and free
from disasters.
As far as liberation is concerned, we are not just liberating people in a
single country but all human beings in the entire world; not only all human
beings, but all creatures whether they fly or swim including plants. There is no
past, no future and not even the present. Some say, “You are really muddled!”
I only fear that you cannot become this muddled. If you can be muddled like
this, there are no more problems. There will be no west, no east, no south, and
no north, and everyone is just the same without so many distinctions being
made. There are no notions of I, you, and he; as a result, there will be no
fighting. Why is there contention in the world? It is because of the notions of
I, you, and he that there is such chaos in the world. Do you really understand
this principle? I am not sure if you do.
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